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“With FIFA 22, we’ve moved away from skin and towards the bones, making the game more
connected to the player. Both in-game and via official team app, the players and coaches will be able
to see stats from game to game, week to week and season to season,” commented Gianni Infantino,
FIFA’s Chief Executive Officer. “Thanks to the real-life motion capture suits and bespoke algorithms,
FIFA is so much more than a game. It’s a full performance analysis and conditioning tool for players

and coaches, using the most up-to-date scientific data and real-world scenarios,” Infantino added. The
FIFA 22 Motion Capture Challenge is also available for players of all levels and includes a number of
relevant training challenges that allow players to gain some training-by-doing experience. “We are
proud to be working with the real players and coaches to bring the most accurate, responsive and
physiologically driven gameplay available,” added Peter Gryllódóttir, President of the CyberSports

Institute. “This is one of the most significant and influential games of the year and we are delighted to
be involved in such a cutting-edge project,” Gryllódóttir concluded. The FIFA 22 Motion Capture

Challenge is available exclusively on PlayStation 4 and Xbox One consoles. FIFA 22 will be available
on November 22 on PlayStation 4 and Xbox One, PlayStation 3 and Xbox 360 on November 29 and the

PC version of the game will be released on December 6. The game’s demo will be available in 2020.
FIFA 22 Motion Capture Challenge Tournament Schedule Date Site Time Free Pass* Pre-Register*
3/5/20 - 4/4/20 PS4, Xbox One, PC 4/9/20 - 5/1/20 PS4 5/8/20 - 5/15/20 PS4, Xbox One 5/22/20 -

5/29/20 PS4 6/19/20 - 7/1/20 PS4 *For players enrolled in the FIFA 22 World Cup Top-5 Challenge,
information about the free pass will be available after the World Cup draw in February. Official Team

Apps Official team apps for The FIFA 22 World Cup are available for all official 2018/19 FIFA World Cup
participating teams. The FIFA 22 World Cup Team App presents a customised digital platform for the

Fifa 22 Features Key:

All-new graphical engine: Powered by the Frostbite 3 Creation Engine, this all-new graphical
engine creates more realistic stadiums, new faces and crowds, and gives more control over
the individualized player models, a player's presence on the pitch and his interactions with the
ball and the action on the field around him.
New intelligence system: New player progression and highly realistic AI behaviour allow
complete freedom of movement in all directions and the complete absence of predictability
and reliable control.
Slide tackle: Tackle and control the ball with your feet, with a wall-crawling move implemented
via a new physics system. Tackles can be performed in a multitude of situations, for example,
by sliding the full length of the pitch or bringing the contact point on the ground to a braking
movement in an attack.
Precision passes: With the new tooltip for off-target passes, players have real-time feedback to
accurately anticipate the position and movement of the ball as it’s chipped out.
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Zonal marking: Players are now able to take up specific positions on the pitch and track the
position of the ball before they even pick it up. Their intelligent positioning before receiving
the ball is represented graphically on the centre of the pitch and is colour-coded: Bold red for
marking the player’s opposition, light-purple for marking the same player’s teammates and
flashing red for marking a team-mate with a 2v2.
Match Engine: A true 360° view of the pitch is used to provide more visibility of the action
taking place around the player, creating a more realistic-looking playing surface.
Best-in-class pitch: A brand new grass pitch has been created, with true consistency in
responsiveness and length and an improved pitch texture that noticeably shows the lines
between the grass blades to make the pitch feel more like how it feels on grass.
Motion-controlled AI: AI responsiveness has been improved, providing more diverse and more
intelligent attacking patterns.
Fighter jetpack: You can now take off and land on the pitch from inside the pitch boundary!
Players are awarded 'Jet Balance' points when timed correctly, and get punished if they land in
the wrong place. Fighter jets may need to land at the very far sides of the pitch to perform
their manoeuvres.
Sharing the goal: With new sharing, you can now 
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WHAT’S NEW IN FIFA 22: POWERED BY FOOTBALL™ A season of innovation across every
mode, powered by the unpredictability of real-world moments and the crowd’s excitement.
NEW DYNAMIC INLINE EXCLUSIVE SEASON SPORTING APPEARANCES Discover new ways to
experience FIFA through Dynamic Authentic Crowds, Career Mode, and The Journey.
INTERNATIONAL SPORTING EVENT FORMAT IN JOURNEY MANAGER Continuing the tradition of
World Cup™, Olympic Games, and Confederations Cups, FIFA honors iconic sporting events
like the FIFA World Cup™, FIFA Women’s World Cup™, FIFA Confederations Cups, and the FIFA
Club World Cup™ with a unique FIFA franchise event format. EACH PLAYER’S INFLUENCE
IMPACTS THE GAME In a season where football is at its best, experience what it feels like to be
a player and to watch the action unfold with all-new camera perspectives and physical
collisions, speed, and power. CHAMPIONS RETURN TO THE STARS More stadiums. More teams.
The greatest players ever return. 50+ CARD CLUB CREW CHAMPIONS Prove yourself as the
best club captain in FIFA history with clubs like Juventus, Barcelona, AC Milan, and more. HIGH-
RISE MODE Feels like the real thing. Play with the movements of real players and own a
mansion in a high-rise block. Better facial animations, improved animations, and more
improvements on the technical side of the game are set to create the best soccer game to
date in EA SPORTS FIFA 22 on the Xbox One, PlayStation 4, and PC. More features will be
announced throughout the year, and fans can check out the full patch notes here. In
celebration of the major Season Update, FIFA 21 Ultimate Team is here to spark some fan
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energy. From May 30 to June 7, spend $60 or more in-game and receive a free FIFA 21
Ultimate Team Icon (Themed Player Packs start at $150)*. *Your order is subject to our return
and refund policy. See EA Support for details. See the full FIFA 21 Ultimate Team Icon line-up
below. For more information on FIFA 21 Ultimate Team and its features, including future
updates, in addition to FIFA 21 news and game bc9d6d6daa
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Assembling a team of the best FIFA 22 players in Ultimate Team, you can dominate the
competition and build up your Ultimate Team of up to 30,000 characters from 22 different
leagues from around the world. Aim and Shoot – Pick up and play to make the most of shot-
stopping prowess in the new pitch-friendly shooting system. Put your player skills to the test
with a new shooting system that gives you more control over how and where you shoot.
Intelligent Touch – A new data-driven engine is able to tell you exactly where the player will be
when you kick, pass and shoot the ball, so you can pick up where you left off when you pause
the game. The Journey – Starting as an amateur, you can compete with rivals in Pro Leagues
on the way to the top and earn unique trophies as you work your way up to the top of the
world. The Crowd – Get the most out of the new crowd AI system by reactivating with the
crowd of the game. Change the entire mood of the stadium and get your supporters on side,
once again. Stadium Builder – Customise your stadium with the latest finishes, including new
bullpens and luxury boxes that add a personal touch and provide the perfect environment for
special celebrations. Unrestricted Manager – Take total control of your players and your team.
Discipline your players with unique clauses that make your team tick, giving you the power to
adapt and respond to every situation. My Player – Take control of your My Player and draft
new players across the world. Create new unique players, and earn them reputation points
that grant you higher squad ratings. Club Management – Holding a licence, you'll be able to
run your own personalised club. Choose a squad of up to 200 players, then build your stadium,
set your playing style, manage your finances and more. PLAYER INTERFACE Touch pitch and
explore FIFA Ultimate Team to the very limits as you take on your own personal journey as the
new FIFA football manager. THE NEW ENGLISH FOOTBALL LICENSE The new English football
license sees the reintroduction of Liverpool FC, the first team licensed for football in England
following their exile from the market in 2004. New players can join the squad at any time. The
squad now comprises of free agents, loan players and players who have been transferred.
FIFA 22 marks the first time that the English FA
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Drive AI. ReflecTive football evolves thanks to use of
revolutionary Visceral Frequency AI (VF-AI), which
captures the unique nuances of each opponent and
imitates the subtlety of movements that make them
unique and unpredictable. Players will also have more
of an impact on the AI's behavior, so the system will
adjust to make the game more challenging and
rewarding.
Goalkeeper-to-goalkeeper AI. Offers players more
tactical freedom when you have the ball at your feet.
Intercept and positional awareness. That’s the stuff
you’ve come to know and love! You can now use your
defensive positioning to your advantage to push the
opposition into difficult areas of the pitch, but out to
exploit them. Players will know which spaces to
isolate, and the more proactive you are, the more
room you should have to find unguarded areas of the
pitch.
Combine set-piece routines. Correct positioning and
movement off the ball can result in a better final ball.
Ball physics. With FIFA Football at your command,
shots will be smarter, passes more rewarding, and
your defending will be razor sharp.
New ball tracking system. Responsible for players in
possession controlling the ball - new graphics highlight
ball trajectory, speed, and location, with transfers of
power shown across the pitch. Or pass success and the
impact it has as the ball changes direction. Physically
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accurate and completely new.
Goalkeeper kits. Celebrate the new, fresher look of
your goalkeeper with a stylish new kit, featuring black
pants, white shirts, and the shoe of your choice.
Vision control. Compound eyes in the goalkeeper and
across the pitch mean players will detect where the
ball is heading in the distance, and react accordingly.
Immersive goalkeeper. Customise each part of your
goalkeeper’s playing style, and affect how the ball
feels when it is passed or missed.
Movement styles. Choose from modern athleticism,
balanced-pace, or smooth, sophisticated playing
styles.
Vitality.
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